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John Borrowman; Robert Seeley; Jeffrey Hilstad; Esme Comfort; Karen Marra; Joanna 
McCallum; Vi Sandford; Council; bowvalleyengage@gmail.com; Shared.MunicipalClerk 
Bylaws 2021-05 and 2021-06: Opposition to TSMV ASPs

Dear Municipal Clerk, 

I am writing to express my opposition to the Three Sisters Mountain Villageâ€™s latest development proposals. 

English is not my mother tongue. 

I have been living in Canmore for 13 years. Indeed, I moved here because I thought I found the perfect town to live with 
my family in a great community, wildlife, peace and many other things. However, Canmore has changed so much in 10 
years. I have the feeling that it is not our town anymore. It became a speculation area. All the investments are made for 
investors, tourism and not for the well being of our great community (the tax payers). The locals try to avoid to go 
downtown because the traffic jam and the lights. Frequently, there is a car line up until the highway because you 
removed the right line on the crossway of Benchland Trail and Railway Avenue. Have you think about the ambulance in 
case of emergency? They won't be able to turn on the right for the hospital. Instead of that you should have built a 
bridge to access Canmore easily. We do not have access to our town anymore during the weekends and the summer. 
The town is packed and noisy. The hiking trails are littered with rubbish. The wild life has not enough space to live 
anymore. It is why it would be a big mistake to add a so big development and dubelling the population. Canmore is 
already more than full capacity. If you do that development, the "real" Canmore will not exist anymore. It will be Disney 
land. The families will quit, the schools will die, the small businesses as well. There will be accidents with wildlife. That 
kind of towns are not sustainable, they are devoid of any soul... Thank you for considering these aspects. 

Please stay the course; this is not the time to rush through legacy-making decisions for an entire community in order to 
appease the interests of a single land speculator.  

Sincerely, 

-- Pascale Henrion  
pascale.henrion@hotmail.com 


